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THE LUMKO INTERNATIONAL COURSE took place as planned
at Kincumber South during the month from 14 August till 14 September. There were finally 42 participants at the course. They came
from a variety of countries: Australia (25), New Zealand (6), Papua
New Guinea (6), Solomon Islands (3), Vanuatu (l), Taiwan (1). In
the Australian group the majority were directly involved in outreach
to Aboriginal people either in Western Australia (8), Northern Terxitow (S), or Melboume (2). Of these three were Aboriginal persons
themselves: Deacon Boniface Perdjert from Port Keats (NT), Madeleine Jadai (La Grange, WA), Richard Ambrose (Melbourne) The
"ordinary" Australian parish situation was represented by a parish
priest and pastoral assistant from Belgrave parish near Melboume (Fr
Peter Canucan and Sr Marg Scanlon SGS), and two pastoral leaders
from Thuingowa parish in Townsville, Sr Margaret Cannody SGS
and Michael Fellows.
The largest single group was Sisters: 19 from eight different
congregations. There were 13 priests: two diocesan, one SVD, one
SAC, three SM, six MSC. There were eight lay persons, Blenheim
parish in New Zealand had sent not only its parish priest (Fr Michael
O'Hagen SM) but also three of its lay leaders. The person from
farthest away was MS Corazon Mateo, who works in the Office of
the Laity maintained by the Federation of Asian Bishops Conferences. She had the particular interest of being responsible for the
planning of two Lumko Conferences in Taiwan next year, one in
English and one in Chinese.
The hospitality offered by the Brown Josephite Sisters was
superb. The participants who came from northern tropical climates
would have appreciated less keeness in the winds of late winter, but
they were helped thereby in maintaining a high attention level!
From the end of this year I shall be working out of Drurnmoyne
as base. The address for subscriptions will remain the same, i.e.
Keren's Leura address as notified in the inside front cover. However,
my editorial address will not be Daly River but:
'Dadirri'
PO Box 156
Dnunmoyne NSW 2047. Tel: (02) 819-7122.
I would hope from that base to be able to work at research projects
that might arise or to respond to invitations that might engage my
areas of competence, and in general pursue the goals of NELEN
W B U from within a new frame of reference. One of the first
projects will be preparation of a revised English translation of Fr E A
Worms' Australian Aboriginal Religions.
Martin Wilson msc

THE DYNAMICS OF
DEPENDENT FAMILY:

THE CHEMICALLY

Pour Years Down the Track:
Alcohol, Other Drugs & The Family

Rosemary Murdock and Ron Coster
INTRODUCTION

THIS PAPER describes the work of the Council for Aboriginal
Alcohol Program Services (CAAPS), its historical context and its
structure. It is prepared from a grassroots, practising standpoint and
is an attempt to describe a working operation which is fulfilling some
of the needs of tribally orientated Aboriginal people in Northern
Australia.
Through Family Workers, Treatment Program staff and associated helpers, CAAPS observes that the problems experienced by
Aboriginal people in their early period of regular contact with alcohol, are of the same nature as those experienced by populations who
have had centuries of experience with alcohol. The signs and symptoms described in the Family Disease literature are the same as those
experienced by Aboriginal drinkers and their families. Rosemary
Murdock who came to the CAAPS project following ten years of
working with European families, puts it this way:
During the past two years of extensive interviews with
Aboriginal women enmeshed in codependent roles
within their family systems, it has been significant to
me that these women are the first generation of
codependents. To be working with women at this
point in history can have long term effects on how
people will react to substance abuse through future
generations. The responsibility of this is enormous for
us all. The information we have is showing a clear
pattern of responses identical to their non-Aboriginal
counterparts. This has provided significant evidence
that many of the problems e erienced by the wives of
their coping with and
alcoholics are a function
adjusting to the problems of alcoholism in their
spouses/sons. The signs and symptoms of the disease
cross cultural boundaries; also the codependent interaction process crosses cultural boundaries.
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T h e CAAPS project is resourced by government and
non-government agencies, in particular the Catholic, Uniting and
Anacan church agencies. CAMS substance abuse and chemical
dependency programs provide a "comprehensive" approach to prevention, intervention, treatment and aftercare. Further information is
available by writing to the CAAPS Service Co-ordinator, PO Box
38494 Winnellie, NT, 0821. Ph: 089 844058.

Philosophy and Pxhxiples of CAAPS:
As a coalition of field workers from the Catholic, Anglican and

Uniting Churches a common philosophy was needed. Our approach
differs from that accepted in most institutions of recovery in so far as
we believe that the person with the problem is the last to come to
h o w how bad things are and the least likely to want any change.
The person moat wanting change in such cases is the spouse together
with the children and sometimes friends.
The following statements were agreed upon:
Each person is a unique creation of God and is entitled to a
quality of life here and now. In the case of other faiths we may
not use the word "God" but nevertheless we believe that each
one is unique and entitled to a quality of life in their own right.
Our approach is to take the focus from the person with the
problem (the dependent). There is no need for a person to be
defined as an "alcoholic"; it is enough that alcohol (substance
abuse) itself is a problem.
Traditional Aboriginal society has no model for working with
substance abuse.
Significant sections of all cultural populations experience
personal and interpersonal problems through substance abuse.
People have the capacity to change and to realise greater potential in their lives.
The choice to change is limited without an awareness of other
possibilities.
Substance abuse is recognised as a family sickness which can be
treated.
The Board of CAAPS also maintains that intervention and preventive
programs are most likely to be effective when they:
1.
2.

result from kin group initiative and have extended kin-group
support,
take account of the total context in which substance abuse
occurs,

3.
4.

include a range of information which enables people to develop
appropriate continuums of care,
utilise a total environmental approach that is grounded in the
realities of Aboriginal kinship systems.
(From a "Brief Statement of CAMS", 1986).

Historical Introduction:
Colonisation and alcohol brought hard times for Aboriginal
people across the Australian continent ( W i o n P, 1982; Bodley J H,
1982:25-26; Berndt, R M, 1977:97). Land considered remote and
useless by colonising interests was set aside as reselves and missions
which became the last refuges for traditional lifestyles (Roberts J,
1981:37). In Northern Australia pastoralists, miners, white hunters,
prospectors, police, Macassan and Japanese fishermen, christian
missionaries and the Second World War were prime influences on
tribal life (Thompson D, 1983; Roberts J, 1981).
"Native protection" laws and the lack of cash limited access to
alcohol for the majority of people living in Amhem Land and other
coastal communities (Sanson B, 1980:44; Herbert X, 1938). The
removal of the protection laws, the granting of award wages (1960s),
the introduction of large mines (1970s) and the subsequent movement to a welfare-cash economy gave many of these communities
ready access to alcohol. Richard Broome notes that "Most Europeans
did not comprehend the impact of such disruption on traditional
communities." (Broome R, 1982:189; Neidjie B, et al., 1985:37).
Licensed Social Clubs were introduced to many communities in
the late 1970s as an attempt to provide a "civilised" environment in
which to "teach" Aboriginal people to drink socially. This enhanced
the steady migration of people from "dry" communities to "wet"
communities as those who had learnt to drink" or "had a taste for
alcohol" moved to sources of easy supply. Availability of welfare
cash reduced isolation by enabling people to buy mobility by chartering light aircraft or purchasing vehicles to take them to town for
"business". Sanson (1980) gives vivid accounts of "business" and the
role that alcohol plays in the function of the fringe camp (ch. 3).
The consequences of heavy drinking were well understood by the
people of Gapuwiyak when one of the present writers entered
Arnhem Land in 1980. Gapuwiyak was a "dry" community and their
"dry" homelands had crudely painted "no alcohol" signs nailed to
trees in the bush. Families were concerned about the absence of
various people who were "away drinking" instead of being part of the
developing homeland movement. People were also very aware of the
transfer of money from their "hinterland" to the fringe camps in
Darwin (Sanson B, 1980:52). The Gapuwiyak Council spent considerable effort in maintaining its "no alcohol" status.

It is noteworthy that the Ruddock Report (1982) did not list
alcohol addiction as a factor which caused people to live in the fringe
camp situation although alcohol was a pivotal commodity. Causes
listed were "loss of employment opportunities", "escape from pressures of town", "satisfying environment", "escape from traditional
authority", conditions in home communities", "government
decisions". The Report does include the following: "Further, the
interaction between alcohol and poverty has led to the disintegration
of families, kinship systems, cornmuni@ structures and cultural heritage. ...[The] authority of older Aboriginal people is on the decline,
and this decline is directly attributable to social pressure caused by
drinking". (Ruddock, 19827-1 1).
The Northern Territory Liquor Act provides for community
based decision making through the provision of enforceable options
to restrict the transport and consumption of alcohol. There are provisions for total bans, permits to individuals, licensing of clubs, limits
on sales and other controls. (NT Liquor Act, 1984).
On 1 January 1983 the NT Government introduced a provision
of the Summary Offences Act which made the drinking of alcohol in
a public place and within two kilometres of a licensed premises an
offence unless an exemption had been granted. Aboriginals are the
largest group affected by this "Two Kilometre Law".
In general there has been very little help provided for Aboriginal
people in the field of substance abuse and dependency and Stanner's
comment of 1968 is worth repeating now. On arriving back in Darwin
in 1952 Stanner was unable to detect "...any acute sense of change in
Aboriginal life...or in their relations with white Australians ...It is
absurd that so small a part of the talent and ingenuity that exists in
our departments of state, our great private industries, our universities and our research organisations should be turned to these
problems". (Stanner, 1986:20-21).
In 1982 Russell Gluck of NT Division of Welfare was directed to
investigate Aboriginal substance abuse problems in and around
Darwin. Gluck later combined his efforts with church agencies and
this relationship later became the foundation for CAAPS.
A series of meetings in 1984 (November) involving government
departments was only able to table a single policy statement on
Aboriginal alcohol problems. That Commonwealth policy was
inadequate and CAAPS went on to develop its own statement to
meet the needs of the situation.
In 1985-86 the NT Drug and Alcohol Bureau reported on the
extent of substance use in Aboriginal communities in quantitative
terms. While illustrating the extent of "dangerous drinking" these
figures do not reflect the extent of trauma and disruption to family
and community life.

Some Northern Territory Statistics
These statistics are given as an indication of the substance abuse
problem within the Northern Territory as a whole and in particular
within the Aboriginal populations. No distinction has been made
between urban and tribally orientated people. [The term "tribally
orientated" relates to social norms, belief systems and kinship networks rather than birthplace or present living location and usually the
adult members of the family have grown up in remote communities
where they learned traditional customs and beliefs. (Sanson B.,
1980:6).]
In 1986 the Northern Territory had a total population of 154,848
of which 22.5% were Aboriginal. (ABS.1986).
CAAPS client area is the Top End of the Northern Territory. It
has an area greater than the area of Victoria and includes just under
50% of the 34,739 Aboriginal population of the Northern Territory.
The majority of remote Top End communities are reached by light
aircraft travel rather than by road. Combined Territorian consumption
of Absolute Alcohol stands at 15.2 litres per capita per annun. (NT,
DAB, 1988).
In 1984 the percentage of average NT weekly earnings spent on
alcohol was 5.4% compared with the Australian average of 3.4%.
(MS. 1984 in NT Health, 1986:2).
Alcohol related hospital bed days were costed at $260
per day in 1983/84 (NT Health, 1986:21). In 1985 of the 20,346
adults (17 years and over) taken into protective custody for
drunkenness, 90% were Aboriginal and 78% of these were outside
the Danvin region. Many were repeat apprehensions. (NT Health,
1986:28).
Over three-quarters of the inmates of the Daxwin jail are Aboriginal, their crimes are usually alcohol related and most often committed against close family or community property.
In 1985 Aboriginals represented 83% of the 938 offenders who
admitted that alcohol was connected to their major offence, an increase of 68% over the figure for 1984. Also in 1985 Aboriginals
represented 87% of the 64 offenders who admitted that other drugs
were connected to their major offence. (NT Health 1986:36).
A high percentage of Aboriginal people in the Top End and
Katherine region do not drink at all (81.9% of women and 34.1% of
men); however a high proportion of those who do drink, do so at a
dangerous level. 47.6% of Aboriginal men drink dangerously (i.e.
consume more than six standard drinks per day) while 13.39'0 of
women drink dangerously (i.e. consume more than four standard
drinks per day). (NT DAB, Sept. 1987).
This level of dangerous drinking means that almost all families
are seriously and adversely affected by these drinking patterns; even

those on remote homelands (Sanson's hinterland) are socially,
economically and politically affected.
Alcohol and petrol sniffing have dominated the scene, with
tobacco, tablets and kava causing varying degrees of concern. The
detailed effects of kava are currently [at the time of writing] under
investigation by the Menzies School of Health Research. Darwin and
Aboriginal people continue to report on its debilitative effects on
family life due to the high prioritg given to the kava bowl.
The historical summary and statistical indicators serve to describe the substance abuse environment in which C A M S operates.
Appendix 1 contains a listing of other drug and alcohol services in
Darwin.
Pre-CAAPS strat@ed
Prior to the formation of C A M S (September 1984) and for
some time after, Russell Gluck (NT Welfare) in co-operation with
others investigated the extent to which substance abuse and alcohol
addiction affected Aboriginal community and family life. During the
period 1982 to 1986 descriptive papers were prepared that drew
attention to the role that alcohol was playing in problems such as
"homelessness", "malnutrition", "health services", "correctional services", "service agencies" and others.
The original substance abuse work carried out by Gluck (NT
Welfare) and Sigston (Uniting Church) adopted a Community
Development model which was directed at restoring personal dignitJ'
and interest in traditional activities such as fishing, craft, ceremonies,
care of family (Gluck R, 1983a,b; 1984; Gluck R, 1985). This model
assumed that the desire for a full and healthy lifestyle still existed
within the Darwin fringe camp. population. It was soon discovered
that this was not the case and that addiction to alcohol had become
the prime controlling factor for all activities. The addict was using
his/her immediate caring family as a resource to support hidher
addiction needs. (Sigston R, 1983; Gluck R, 1985).
Recognising
the extent to which substance abuse behaviour was controlling the
actions of family groups lead to the search for a work model that
would address this problem on a family rather than individual basis.
It was recognised that substance abuse and chemical dependency
were primary not secondary factors and the work model needed to
address the questions of personal addiction; dysfunction within the
family; intergenerational transfer of dysfunctional behaviour; restoration of culturally acceptable living values.
What Can Be Done? - Learn about the problem
Addiction to alcohol prevents the resolution of other social problems. This means that efforts put into resolving medical, sociai-

welfare, physical development and educational problems are generally
ineffective if substance abuse is widespread. In writing on the subject
of medical complications, Enoch Gordis MD says:
The management of these [medical] complications is
certainly im ortant; however, the treatment of alcoholism means %e modi6cabon of the alcohol-seekiug and
alcohol- abusing behaviour. If this behaviour is not
arrested, the patient goes on to repeated problems
from his drinking or dies. To treat the haemorrhage or
the pancreatitis and not treat the alcoholism is bad
medicine, akin to treating iron-deficiency anaemia
without treating the colon cancer that is causing it.
(Gordis, E. 1986).
In like manner the financial problems of an alcoholic family
cannot be resolved without addressing the drinking.
Alcoholism is also a disease that feeds on normal caring relationships. With belief systems that give high priority to kinship relationships and protocol, Aboriginal society provides a fertile ground in
which to spread. Paul Wilson (1982) has used the trial of Peter
Alwyn (1981) to highlight the extent to which alcoholic behaviour
became accepted as normal. In Weipa South alcohol associated
violence had become the norm and Alwyn told the court that he had
not wanted to kill his girlfriend, only to "stick her but not kill her".
Alwyn was drunk at the time and not able to clearly recall the events.
(Wilson, P., 1982:2).
The dysfunctional behaviour of the alcoholic family is passed to
the children through the behaviours they learn in the famCy.
1. Family members learn a set of survival techniques that allow
them to cope with the immediate crises presented by the dependent member. These sunrival mechanisms become progressively out of step with normal social behaviour.
2. Having moved into a set of reactive, survival living patterns it
becomes a threat to consider changing them even if the behaviours are themselves quite bizarre. Pleasure may even be derived
from the excitement of violent abuse.
3. Children growing up in this environment are conditioned into
this set of behaviours and are unaware of normal interpersonal
relationships. These children have a high probability of becoming
addicted to a chemical or abnormal behaviour pattern; either
result is detrimental to their adult personal and family life.
Note: The numerically larger group of suffering people are the
codependents (i.e. non-using family members) and children. Their
emotional and physical wellbeing is important even if the dependent
is unable to control use of the substance.

An important component of this abnormal behaviour is the
extent to which people deny that a problem exists. No one wants to
talk about the hurtful familyhocial problems. In our work the "no
talk" rule became recognised as part of the presenting dysfunction.
Even the "Church-Corporate" was reluctant to enter into real dialogue on alcohol related problems and field workers were compelled
to continue their work with very limited support. A commonly held
belief was that if the social problems of "Land Rights", "Housing",
"Employment" etc. were resolved then alcoholism as a sickness would
be signikantly reduced. This widely held belief indicated a profound
lack of understanding of addiction and its effect on families.

Planning for Action
In June 1984 a three-day seminar conducted by John Keating
and Rosemary Murdock of Holyoake, Perth, WA, brought together a
number of workers and traditionally orientated Aboriginal people.
This seminar helped people look at what was happening in their own
work place and at what the Family Disease model had to offer as a
descriptive tool for the development of intervention and treatment
programs. This seminar also identified that awareness and prevention
programs on their own were not enough to adequately address the
existing abuse and dependency problem (Alcohol Seminar Report,
1984).
The family disease model (Hazelden Foundation & Johnson
Institute, Minneapolis, USA; Drews T R, 1980; Wegscheider S,
1981:76-88) was adopted following trials which involved groups of
Aboriginal people attending the treatment programs at Holyoake
(Perth WA) with Br Andrew Howley as their facilitator. The success
of these visits provided the resolve to set up a facility in the Danvin
Region.
Key features of the model are:
1. Substance abuse may progress to chemical dependency; (i.e. not
all who drink become dependent).
2. Chemical dependency is a primary, progressive, chronic and fatal
(if not arrested) disease which has definable signs and symptoms
(Johnson V E, 1980).
3. The disease can be arrested but not cured.
4. The disease adversely affects all members of the family to the
extent that they often become emotionally, physically and spiritually sick. (Cermak T L, 1986).
5. The disease is characterised by highly developed patterns of
denial and delusion in both the dependent and those close to
him/her.

6. Early intervention with individuals and family is possible and has a
high chance of halting further progression. Alcoholism and
codependency are treatable and the treatment is cost effective.
(Holden C, 1987).

(We have found the terms "abuser" and "dependent" useful to
describe the person who is or has been in trouble because of hidher
chemical use, and the tern "codependent" to refer to a spouse or
close relation of a "dependent" person. Both "dependency" and
"codependency" are used to describe sets of behaviours that are
associated with the respective roles.)
Following further consultations with agencies in Darwin (i.e.
Amity House, Banyan House and FORWAARD) it was considered
that program-services were needed for each facet of the environment
that traditionally orientated Aboriginal people lived in. A "continuum
e
interact
of care" was planned in such a way that each s e ~ c would
to complement the others; together they would raise community
awareness to what could be done in an apparently hopeless situation.
It became policy to work toward establishing the following services:
community mobilisation; information and training; intervention;
recovery programs for dependents and codependents; aftercare.
The Coundl for Aboriginal Alcohol Program Sexvices
When the CAAPS group came into being in 1984 it was as a
response to a worsening substance abuse problem amongst the tribally orientated people for whom some church workers felt a particular
responsibility and for the workers' mutual support. These workers
had spent many years living on remote communities and they had
been adopted into Aboriginal family groups. Each worker had a keen
perception of how the family networks were being affectcd by the
existing patterns of substance abuse. They were highly motivated
and began the task of designing, adapting, trialing and implementing
preventive and treatment programs.
A Board was formed to provide an avenue through which the
services developed by each agency could be integrated and
monitored. The Board also provides recommendations to the agencies
regarding funding, staff inservice training and support, staff recruitment and the development of new services. Currently the Board is
composed of the senior co-ordinator for each agency. By not
becoming incorporated CAMS has maintained the close support and
financial backing of the co-operating agencies.
The work of the CAAPS group has been endorsed by the allAboriginal wing of the Uniting Church and by the majority of Aboriginal people who have had cause to use the programs and services.

Working Cross-Culturally
In working cross-culturally we look first for similarities while
recognising that there are differences in world views between the
Western belief systems and Aboriginal beliefs. Clients' personal belief
systems allow them to hear information and then accept or reject it.
Rejection is not considered a failure but a step for the client who is
testing the validity of new information against hidher own experiences. Cause and effect are emphasised both in the cognitive and
emotional domains.
The Aboriginal concept of sickness as affecting "all of life" finds
a ready adaptation in substance abuse work where emotional, physical and spiritual components of life are worked with. Common feelings such as pain, fear, joy, grief, respect, tension etc. are explored.
As these are key components in working with addictive behaviours
then we find ready confirmation of the key themes of the Family
Disease description of chemical dependency.
The caring environment set up in programs is another feature
which clients appreciate. Rules are clearly expressed and designed to
meet real needs without getting caught in endless servicing of
unmanageable behaviour. The final test is acceptance. Here we find a
growing number of people returning to programs to get "refilled" as
one lady expressed it.
Loma Lippmann notes that attitudes, behaviours and personality
are closely associated and that a change in one will produce a psychological tension that the individual will try and reduce. If the
environment is non-threatening, supportive and caring then changes
in behaviour may flow from the introduction of information that may
othenvise be rejected. (Lippmann L., 1973). Richard Silver (1977:12)
says: "It has been proved that the nature of the therapeutic setting
often has more effect on recovery rates than the alcoholic's initial
motivation. "
Much attention has been given to providing environments which
are acceptable to clients and provide for slow changes in attitude and
behaviour. Our environments take into account language (vocabulary,
rate of speech etc. - Buchanan D & Ross J, 1985); physical
surroundings (open buildings); recreational activities (hunting, traditional craft), and time (pace, time of day etc.).
There are cultural differences which both non-Aboriginal and
Aboriginal CAMS staff take into account. Examples would occur
when looking into the significant people in a client's life. In many
cases it is the father's brother or mother's sister who has the closest
emotional-spiritual relationship and not a person's spouse or parent.
Where profession, wealth or social position is important to Westemers, CAAPS clients are more responsive to their roles within clan
groups, ceremonial responsibilities, provision of gifts to potential

mother-in-law and being a provider within a peer group (to name a
few). Respect and response to the wishes of ceremonial leaders (male
and female) can provide the incentive for a whole group to attempt
to change their patterns of substance abuse behaviour. When proper
protocol is fulfilled then the decisions arrived at within family groups
become very binding. To go against such decisions is to geneiate
guilt and shame and to put into action efforts to restore the individual back to the group. Addiction feeds on this situation; the addict is
held by the substance and while making token attempts at change
still finds excuses and the "Yes, but" phase becomes very real.
Normal protocol is distorted.
A Review of Current CAAPS Sefvices

To a large extent the continuum of care has now been established and is demonstrating the way a close-knit set of services can
work effectively. The services and programs are being resourced
through the different agencies that make up CAAPS. The C A M S
board provides for "quality control" through a specialist Training
Unit and reports to the respective agencies.
There are eighteen fulltime staff involved and the structured
programs catered for some 500 clients while the Family Workers and
Training unit made more than 3,000 client contacts in 1988.
1.

Community Mobilisation - Three approaches have been used.

1.1. Respondmg to Crises:
The crisis entry point is used with individuals, family groups and
service agencies. A crisis provides a motivation for people to talk
with C A M S staff and analyse what has happened. This provides an
opportunity for staff to predict what is likely to happen in the future.
Constructive options for change are usually difficult for people to
accept as they often threaten currently held attitudes and beliefs
(Lippmann L, 1973:13). Time and further crises are often needed to
confirm that the recommended courses of action are the only viable
ones. Options usually include: accepting that the situation will not
improve without specific changes being made; learning about the
process of addiction; tightening employment and management procedures; seeking specific points for a caring intervention; taking or
directing people to treatment programs; caring for one's self; maintaining objectivity; providing genuine care for all concerned while
not doing those things known to contribute to the continued abuse
of the substance.
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1.2. Cornmud@ visits:
Visits are arranged to remote communities in order to provide
personal and family counselling particularly in the case of persons
returning home from a treatment program; discuss actions that
community based organisations (e.g. Community Councils, Schools,
Church groups, Health Clinics, etc.) may take to combat local substance abuse problems; held groups of people organise to attend a
structure learning program; show how referrals can be made to
treatment and educational programs; demonstrate educational materials (videos, booklets, posters etc.) and discuss how these materials
are best used. Community visits are useful in helping people focus on
dEtlcult problems as well as reinforcing the positive initiatives already
made in personal and family care.
1.3. Agency Awzuvness:

Specific service and employment agencies are targeted with the
goal of: gaining acceptance at policy and management levels; performing a careful analysis of operations with respect to practices
that reinforce substance abuse; identifying procedures which reward
substance abuse behaviour, e.g. one community council provides a
six-can beer reward for "drinkers" attending meetings and nothing
for "non-drinkersw; assist policy makers and management to plan
changes; provide further awareness activities as required.
The process of mobilisation often takes several years from the
date of the first contact to a point when structural change takes
place. (Gluck R, 1985b,c; 1986).
Information and Training
Community mobilisation depends upon the introduction of
concise infarmation in a format that people can relate to. The ability
to predict the progression of the sickness enhances confidence and
credibility. Information and training is essential to all Intervention
Strategies, Recovery Programs and Ailercare. CAAPS has set up a
Training Unit of two experienced staff to conduct training courses of
varying length from half-day to four-weeks. Current courses include:
counsellor - facilitator training; staff workshops and supervision;
community awareness; agency reviews.
2.

Intercrention Strategies
3.1. General:
Adopting a total environment approach CAAPS encourages
intewention at all points of personal and family dysfunction. Points
of entry into the addiction cycle were found with those who were
hurting most, that is, the elderly women and men, the justice system,
3.

etc. A detailed account of the processes used was presented to the
2nd National Drug Institute. (Gluck R, 1985b).
The goal of intervention is to have persons enter a structured
treatment program. An important part of developing an intervention
is to find a significant bargaining point or "lever" which can be used
with sufficient conviction to encourage people to persist with the
process of change. A significant event, accurate information and the
determination of key family members (or others) is required.
Family crises are a common point of entry because the extended
kinship and associated strong relationships mean that when an individual is in trouble they produce a crisis for the family. The strong
desire to "care" means that there is usually a 'high motivation to take
positive action by at least some members of the family. ("We care for
him/her, he is my brother, uncle...")
Important intervention events are: family disputes or violence;
court hearings and sentencing; correctional services supervision of
good behaviour bond or similar; injuries such as cuts, headaches,
broken limbs, (health services should look for alcohol related events);
housing services can prosecute at the early signs of alcohol related
property damage; schools can work with welfare to identify children
suffering alcohol abuse problems; employers can intervene and refer
employee to a counselling service, etc.
3.2. F d y Work:
Trained Family Workers, by addressing in a caring manner the
real issues that are hurting families, find that they are able to help
people focus on the extent to which substance abuse affects the
quality of family life. Questions such as "Are you happy the way
things are?" "What have you tried (to change)?" "Do you want to try
something different?" are useful in addressing very sensitive issues.
There are four stages in this work: provision of 1) supportive
environment, 2) of helpful information, 3) of access to a suitable
self-educative recoverg program; 4) continuing contact.
3.3. Legal System:
This is a fruitful point of entry which impacts directly on the
abuser and at a later stage on the family. It recognises that punishment on its own is of little or no help to the person with an addiction problem. Magistrates and Legal Services have been encouraged
to request substance abuse assessments on all people who have a
prima-facie case to answer. At the time of sentencing these assessments and recommendations are used to intervene by directing the
offender to an educational-recovery program. This form of intervention is equally effective when compared with other intervention
methods, (Cf. Silver R. 1977:12). This method also widens the range
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of contacts that can be made by the CAAPS network by working
with people from areas not currently reached by Family Workers.
This intervention method has the disadvantage that people often
return home with new goals and attitudes only to find that there has
been no change within the family and peer group; they are the "most
well" person. We are acutely aware of the need for an effective form
of aftercare in remote xural communities.
b

3.4. Employers:

When employers become aware of the dynamics of substance
abuse they are often able to detect problems and take appropriate
action that may lead to a useful intervention. The motivation here is
to return a skilled and valued worker back to the workforce. Once
again the outcome is enhanced if the family are involved from the
beginning and they also participate in a structured program for
themselves.
3.5. Medical SeMces:

Our experience is that medical professionals are the least likely
to address the question of chemical dependency itself; they are most
likely to treat the symptoms, then release the patient without taking a
"dependency assessment". Individual "informed" staff make referrals
to substance abuse programs when they are able to. This has occurred most often with the recovering young petrol-sniffer.
Education-Recovery Programs
The title "Education-Recovery Program" is used to reflect the
provision of information within a caring therapeutic environment.
4.

AU these programs contain fow components:
Provision of information regarding the effect of alcohol and
other substances upon the wholeness of life for both individuals
and family groups. Special attention is given to self-esteem.
2. Provision of a caring, safe environment in which people can
learn to talk about their fears, guilt, anger, inadequacy, etc.
3. Provision of assistance in sorting out practical problems, e.g.
avoiding danger, caring for self, maintaining group solidarity in
the face of opposition.
Components one and two are provided in groups of peers (i.e.
Codependents, Dependents, Male, Female, and Children). The time
is divided into relaxation and lecture (1 hour), morning tea, facilitated
group-sharing (1 how).
Structured programs are available at Five Mile, Daly River and
Gordon Symons Centre, Darwin.
1.

DaIyRiverSMile
This family program is operated by the Catholic Missions Alcohol Awareness and Family Recovery Centre. The program is designed to meet the particular needs of men, women and children. In
1987-88 this program catered for nearly 300 persons.
Oordon Symom Centre, Darwin
Two programs are operated, a non-residential Codependents
program for women, and a residential Dependents program for
men. In 1987-88 the Codependents program catered for 96 women
and the Dependents program 119 men. The residential dependents
program has accommodated petrol sniffers as well as alcohol clients.
In general the substance-free, caring, self-help environment has been
useful for both sets of clients. Young people coming from dysfunctional families require assistance in developing appropriate living
skills, that is, they require habilitation rather than rehabilitation.
These programs away from home have had an important role in
raising community awareness to what can be done for both individuals and family groups. Information provided and the formats used are
generally compatible with existing self-help groups such as AIAnon,
AlAteen and A-A.
Aftercare
While formats similar to the open A-A and AlAnon meeting
have been practised as part of the structured program, it is noted
that only small numbers of people continue to meet regularly when
they return home. This is accepted as reflecting a natural state of
affairs. Individual needs vary and it has been observed that some
women use visits to the local store as an anonymous opportunity to
talk when afraid to attend a formal meeting. (Note: no formal meeting is anonymous in a rural Aboriginal community).
The dynamics of change in small closely knit communities has
not been studied in detail, however it is notable that when challenging the established patterns of dangerous drinking there has sometimes been increased violence. This violence is directed toward people
who are attempting to improve their own quality of life by not giving
money and other resources to heavy drinkers.
5.

Resources Used By CAAPS
Materials derived from the Hazelden Foundation and Johnson
Institute (Minnesota, USA) and other sources such as AlAnon
Family Groups and Alcoholics Anonymous World Service have been
widely used for program and staff development. CAMS maintains
contact with local agencies through membership of the Darwin
Regional Substance Abuse Group.
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People
Recruiting trained and experienced staff has been very difficult.
In 1986 arrangements were made for staff to undertake personal programs at Holyoake, WA. We have continued our own training and
then recruited and trained other concerned, capable people (some
who started as volunteers). Rosemary Murdock joined our team in
1986 and other people with Holyoake experience have assisted from
time to time. The CAAPS Training Unit now provide staff insemice
training and supervision.
1.

2.

Materials
As time has progressed CAAPS have created some of their own

materials while continuing to select useful ideas from a wide range of
courses.
Community English booklets were prepared as discussion starters with small groups and in conjunction with the structured programs. Topics include: "Helping Petrol Sniffers"; "The Feelings
Sickness Orog" Pts. 1-4; "The Feelings Sickness - Petrol" Pts. 1-2;
"Dependents Program Manual"; "Codependents Program Manual";
"Children's Program Manual".
A "Community Based Program" containing a set of eight talks
on video together with a manual to assist people wishing to run a
short awareness program without professional assistance has been
prepared. A feature video of C M S work has just been released,
"Hope for the Family" (39 min.). Commercially available videos have
played an important role in resourcing the early development of the
project. Titles such as: I'll Quit Tomomw, Shattered Spirits, The
Honor o f All, Soft is the Heart o f a Child, Children o f Denial, If
You Loved Me, A Stow About Feelings.
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Dear Editor,
This has been an exciting
year to live through. Hardnesses
mollifying in the international
melting-pot. The slow awakening of higher conscience. Equilibria of stasis we had become
depressingly used to, one by one
loosening up, assuming more
hopeful forms, somewhat as new
embankments take shape under
prevailing forces when a river is
in flood. East Europe, South
Africa, Cambodia have all seen
public volte-face by wielders of
power in the interests of saner
aims, a s t h o u g h e a c h were
committing himself to the sacred
gamble in what all suspect may
be a passing moment of grace
for humankind. And how much
more effective t h e world's
response to Iraqi aggression
when Moscow and Washington
discussed harmoniously joint
action, advising each other,
cautioning each other, assuring
each other of mutual support
and co-operation. Not that
either has yielded up its identity,
but ...
We, the Catholic Church of
north Australia, have watched all
this with joy. But have we learnt
from it? Are we prepared senously and deeply to mediate on
its implications for ourselves
where we stand?
At present we are a dull
Church here in the north, with
our own unmelted hardnesses.
As Greg Sheridan correctly

diagnosed in his articles for The
Weekend Australian last February, the mainline Churches are
not a notable strength in Australia at this moment. This evident
fact alone, a p a r t from m o r e
compelling considerations of
truth, ought to make us see the
wisdom - rather, the necessity of obeying without further delay
the clear directives of t h e
Church in Council regarding
collaborative action with compatible Christian bodies on the road
to full communion in faith as
God would have it.
Are our mainline Church
leaders conferring, or do they
confer, about the fast-changing
world circumstances we find
ourselves in? Are they considering, or do they consider, the
advisability of major shifts in
traditionally discontinuous policies, aware of o u r emerging
position as a Christian front to
Asia and the Pacific? Do they
judge this to be of sufficient
weight and urgency to warrant a
summit of n o r t h Australian
Church leaders and expert lay
advisors?
One would expect it to be a
significant part of their pastoral
responsibility, reaching o u t
beyond a relatively easy maintaining of the status quo; expect
also that the believing community at large would be consulted
and involved in the formation of
vital opinion in this matter.

There is no alternative.
Either we, the Catholic Church
in the north of Australia, steadfastly set about joining the
considerable existing forces of
the other mainline Churches
with a view to common action,
or we face the turn of the millennium an increasingly weak

and ineffectual Christian body,
while the world of industry and
politics hums with the energies
science and technology are
laying at its doorstep.

Dan O'Donovan
w~ndham

All is aglow with words

heavy with legends
for every crevice holds a tongue of fire.

Its glory is unparalleled
but it is our dreams that £ind expression here.
It is our song that the great red Rock is singing.
This is the deepest meaning of the mystery.
We need no words to consecrate this place.
No ceremony could deepen its significance
for all that Dreaming means converges here
upon this sacred symbol in the desert.
Uluru, we hold you in moonlight
and hear the men of Mala singing still
chanting the ancient themes that are wer new
telling secrets that we have always known
and giving us what we have long possessed.
Rod Cameron osa

R Rod h e r o n needs no introduction to Yelen III~P
readers. His Austalian poems in previous issues have

been much appremted.
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Children of the Moon (and Sun) continued

Dan O'Donovan
WE CROSS OVER now to the Latin West, where Ambrose so resolutely took up the Alexandrian tradition in theology and scriptural
interpretation. It may be that in doing so he did not always assign
the right systematic place to Origen's idea; that he adopted some
things superficially, and in general failed to find a well thought out
compromise between Phi10 and Origen on the one hand, and the
more literalist less theoretic theological form set out by Basil on the
other. He had however, along with his genial instinct for what
touched on life and 'the moral' in the Roman sense, a heart that was
receptive to the nicety of Alexandrian speculation and allegory. So it
happened that, proclaimed from Ambrose's episcopal heart, Origen's
theology of the dying Church, of the spiritual Luna, took on classic
and exuberant form which would remain right through the Middle
Ages, unforgotten and vital.
But Ambrose as pastor had special reason for making his own
that opposition to the cults of Sun and Moon characteristic of the
early christian apologists and then of Origen, stressing their NfXment in Christ as true Sun, and the Church as his Bride, Selene. He
was preaching at a time when the civil dogma of the Sol invictus and
the lunar Mother-Goddess, supported by neoplatonist theosophy,
was widely imposed both by Emperor Aurelian and later by Julian the
Apostate, and threw its spell on the general public. This endangered
the faith of ordinary christians, their ranks swollen by the great
inflow of the mediocre coming over from the ambient religions or
from none; engaged also in their flanks by the fierce assaults of the
Arians.
It is no accident therefore that in his homilies on the six days of
creation, Ambrose so heartily sings the praises of the true Sun,
Christ; or that here precisely he presents his ecclesiology construed
from the symbolism of the moon. Symmachus had argued for the
national renewal of the worship of the Roman gods. Ambrose wrote
a letter to refute the grounds of his argument. In conscious opposition to the universal cult of the Mother-Goddess, he spoke of the
sublime figure of the Church, comparing her with the moon. Everyhas, he says, its time of
thing on earth, even the Roman lmpe&,
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growth and of decay. The Church too has her seasons, but she alone
perpetually renews her light and her youth in rebirth and repeated
resurrection. Not the Carthaginian 'Heavenly One' then, nor yet
Venus nor Diana is the ever-victorious, but only the Church, Bride
and Sister of Helios-Christ.
Ambrose begins his ecclesiology by presenting the traditional
findings of natural science on sun and moon. In his commentary on
the fourth day of creation he breaks into a hymn to the Sun which
takes up the best of the past allowing the peculiar christian joy in
nature to come through with its light. It is significant that at a time
when the feast of Christmas was being introduced against the cult of
the Sol ~victus,and when Pope Leo the Great was warning against
the unquestioning assimilation by christians of sun-cult ceremonies,
Ambrose opens his hymn to the Sun with the words of the neoplatonist philosopher Secundos: 'The sun is the eye of the world, the joyfulness of the day, beauty of the sky, nature's grace, adornment of
creation.' He goes on however: 'When you behold the sun, think of
its Lord; when it fills you with awe, sing praise to its maker. If the
sun shines so benignly, which is no more than creation's fellowtraveller, how good must he be who is the Sun of righteousness?'
So now again with the moon. The symbolic material of Ambrose's lunar theology is all that went before in science and mythology. In several texts he points out that he takes his knowledge from
'eminent scholars who have preceded us, in time or in office,' christians among them. This is a reference in particular to Basil, as we
know; surely also to Origen and Hippolytus.
The foundation of all is the observation that the moon receives
her light from the sun: 'what we have set down concerning her
consort and brother, the Sun, applies also to the moon; she takes on
the same ministry as he, that namely of illurnining the dark.'
The moon stands in relation to the sun receptively as all the rest
of nature. Its changings are only apparent, since lunae globus aequalis est omnibus (the globe of the moon is equal to all). In herself she
remains always of the same mass, to faraway Britons and Indians
alike. Yet in her waning into darkness, Luna resembles a mourning
widow. Thus by a mysterious law does she suffer her 'anguish': Luna
pro te laborat (for you is Luna in labour), 'by God's will is she
subjected. She does not change herself of her own free will. She
groans and lies in travail because of your mutability. She endures
with ever-renewed longing for your liberation, that she may at length
be freed from the enslavement which weighs on all creatures. And
still you continue placing obstacles both to your redemption and
hers!' (Hexaemeron, IV, 8,31).
Ambrose goes on in the general pattern of natural scientific
observations borrowed from Basil, to piece together that mystical

allegory Basil avoided. His thought falls under three main heads:
1) The 'sufferings of Luna' are the fulfillment-image of the central
christian mystery of the self-emptying of the incarnate Logos. Poetically, Arnbrose preaches:

Minuitur Luna ut elementa repleat.
Hoc est ergo ?ran& mysterium.
Donavit hoc ei qui omnibus donavit gratiam.
Exinanivit eam ut repleat
etiam se exinanivit ut omnia irnpleret.
anivit se ut descenderet nobis,
descendit nobis ut ascenderet omnibus...
Ergo annuntiavit Luna mysterium Christi.
(Hexaememn IV, 8,32).

3%

(Luna decreases to fill the elements. This then is the
great mystery. He ave it to her who gave everyone
ace. He emptied %er for a filling who also emptied
&self to fdl everything. He emptied himself to come
down to us; came down to us to ascend for all... Thus
Luna has announced the mystery of Christ).
The mystery of the Church follows that same law of the Incarnation. Through the night of this earthly time, in her waning and
waxing, she imitates the kenosis of the Bridegroom until the day
when, fully enlightened with the Light of the Logos, she can say 'it is
not I who live, but Christ lives in me.' 'No mean thing is Luna,
therefore, which Christ has established as his symbol, which offers an
image of the beloved Church...Rightly is the Church likened to the
moon: she too illumines the whole world, and cries out as she enlightens the darkness of this temporality, "the night is far gone, the
day is at hand".' (Rom. 13,12).
But as long as in this present night Luna continues her mutations in the sky, she must carry the troubles of the world. 'The
Church too has her waning and her waxing, even as the moon does;
but it is precisely through her waning that her waxing gets under
way.' And here we have the entire dialectic of what Rahner calls the
early Church's 'theology of death': Defectibus suis crevit et his
memit amplian; dum persecutionibus minuitw et confessonun m e n;is coronatur (She grew by her losses and by them earned increase,
as she is diminished by persecutions and crowned by the witnessings
of confessors). She grows in diminishment because the moon's
waning is a hastening to her nuptial union with the Sun, a hastening
to the 'un-neededness'. (UmMigkeit) of her being swallowed up in
the Light of the Logos.

Here Ambrose turns lyrical again. This time it is a hymn to the
Church: 'She is the true moon. From the enduring luminosity of her
brother-star she borrows the Light of immortali@ and grace. For no
light of her own illurnines the Church, but the Light of Christ. And
her bright shining she has from the Sun of righteousness, so she can
say: 'I live; but it is no longer I who live; rather Christ lives in me.' 0
truly blest are you, Luna, who have been made worthy of such great
honour.'
2) Ambrose uses Psalm 104,19 to bring his argument a step further:
'You have made the moon to mark the seasons; the sun knows its
time for setting.' A reference clearly to Jesus and the Church, he
says. 'Christ knew his own bodily Passion when he prayed to the
Father, "Father, the hour has come. Glorify your Son," that by this
setting of his he might give eternal life to all who are oppressed by
the setting of perpetual death.' The Church now shares in this lifegiving death,
for like the moon she appears to decrease, but she cannot cease to
be. She wanes through the apostasy of this one or that in time of
persecution, but only that she may again reach her full moon brightness through the confession of the martyrs; and that radiant with the
glory of the victorious blood shed for Christ, she may pour out over
the whole world an ever-stronger light of devotion and of faith.

In this perspective Ambrose then spells out ascetical demands.
3) After that he brings his doctrine to its fmal stage. This dying is a
iourney to glofication, to the moon's full shining, the pleniunium of
me creaamg m&%.
U:
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In his youth Augustine liked, and was inspired by the language
of Ambrose's hymns (cf. Coafessions, 9,6). He reiterated his doctrine; in fact, it is through Augustine that it passed on into the
Middle Ages.
In his famous Epistola 55 to Januarius, important in the history
of liturgical dogmatics, Augustine declares that Easter is not medly a
memorial-feast of the death and resurrection of Jesus, but the day
this mystery directly passes over into our lives: 'for even the name
itself, Pascha, is not Greek, as is commonly thought, but is said by
those who know both languages to be Hebrew. Nor is it named from
the Passion, paschein meaning to suffer in Greek, but from the fact
that in this event we pass over, as I have said, from death to life.' (cf.
1 Jn 3,14; Jn 5,24).
This mystery is visibly signified at the Easter full-moon. Augustine here draws on his knowledge of lunar astronomy, learned first as
a schoolboy and then filled out from christian sources. 'This much is

clear...that Luna grows before our eyes only at the sun's diminishment; on the other hand she decreases in approaching the sun.'
Moving then from the visible to the invisible, Augustine probes
the spin'tda sacraments of the Church.
It is notable for Augustine's theology that he places the startingpoint of his ecclesiology not in the external structure of the Church
but in the entire mysterium paschale of the passing over from death
to life in our inner being. The mystery of that life arising out of
death is realised first in the sanctuary of the heart. There is the
Gestalt of the Church which hastens on its way to its Easter fullmoon
radiance.
In this penetrating dogmatics the cosmic dimension with its
antinomies, under/over, earth/sky, dark/light, deathAife switches to
the interior: the highest is also the inmost. In intenonbus ac supenonbus suis, the soul fulfils the 'passover' from death to life in a transit
from without, by the dying of the outenelf to the within, which is at
the same time a 'mounting' to on high where the Sun of righteousness irradiates the interior. Thus the rnystenlun paschale is summed
up as a pennaneE cum Sole; and this is essentially an overcoming of
'the foolish mutability of the moon.' (cf. Sir.27,12, LXX).
Unlike Arnbmse in his moral exegesis of Sir. 27,12, Augustine
now directs the course of this mystical lunar theology of the soul
back to the great synthesis of his teaching on redemption where the
three lines intersect: the cosmic, the spiritual-interior and the salvation-historic: 'who then is that fool, who changes like the moon, if
not Adam in whom all have sinned?'
The consequence for the human race of Adam's sin lies in the
fact that the soul lost its orientation to the Source of light, to the
transcendental incornmutabifis sapienti4l that it fell 'out' and 'down'
so that its 'within! is no longer its 'above'. In the redemption
through Christ however, it finds the Pascha, or the Passover from
death to life and therein discovers that the outer self, restored in
Jesus, can return to the interior, which means also, can 'ascend' to
the upper region of unalterable wisdom; can fill itself with the eternal
Sun increasingly radiant in it. This deep dogmatics of interiority,
resonant with the beauty of augustinian desire, is well captured in
one sentence: 'When the human soul abandons the Sun of righteousness, turns away that is, from the inner contemplation of unchanging
Truth, it applies all its energies to earthly things. In this way the
inmost in it and the highest becomes darkened. But once it starts
again to return to the immutable Wisdom, the closer it approaches to
it by the affection of piety, the more ;the outer nature wastes away,
the more the inner is renewed day by day; (2 Cor 4,16). Then every
light which before drew it down, now bears it upward removing it as
it were from the things'of earth, so that more and more it dies to the

things of this age, and its life is hidden with Christ in God.
Augustine's ecclesiology now takes another step forward: 'the
Church, still established in the mortality of the flesh, is signified in
Scripture, for its mutability by the name Luna.'
He adduces all the biblical texts familiar to us from the Alexandrian tradition and from Ambrose, expressly remarking that there are
besides many other passages which show us 'a Church symbolised by
the moon, because the Church in this mortal life is on pilgrimage,
amid troubles and sorrows, far from that Jerusalem where the holy
angels live.' 'The Church appears dark in the time of her pilgrimage,
groaning amid many iniquities.' And yet she gives birth already to
witnesses of the immutable Truth who lie hidden in her womb:
'because of the most faithful messengers of the Truth to whom the
Church everywhere gives birth, Luna is said to be a 'testis in caelo
fidelis' (faithful witness in the sky, PS 89,37).' Thus is she at once
dark and enlightening - until the day when the fullness of peace will
arise and the moon shall fail (PS 72,7), and death will be swallowed
up by life.
This approaching to the Sun, her Pascha, represents for the
Church however a growing understanding of her own disintegration.
As Jericho, which means 'moon', was destroyed at the sevenfold
trumpet-blast, so must the Church be destroyed by the sevenfold
breath of the Spirit: 'every temporal hope, every foundation of this
mortal life' must be dissolved that the Church may enter into the
freedom of the Spirit, the day of her final 'un-neededness'.
Augustine develops this 'death-theology of the Church' even
further in his homilies on the Psalms, reflecting on those same Psalm
texts he had employed in his letter to Januarius as the classic texts of
lunar theology. Once again he sets down first the two theories of the
source of the moon's light which now (indelibly for the entire Middle
Ages) are introduced into the sublime speculation of his dogmatics.
The basic principle he sets down for Januarius: ex ea caelesti creatura sicut ex multa temstri sacmentonun figurae ad infoxmationes
mysticas adsumuntur (from that celestial creature - i.e. the moon as from many an earthly one, figures of sacraments may be drawn for
mystical information). A valuable directive in our own Aboriginal
theologising.
Luna is a symbol of the Church. If she is regarded as producing
her own light which shows her in her phases as a sphere half dark
and half of fire, then we have a profound symbol of the nature of the
pilgrim Church. She too is still half luminous and half in darkness dark in the fleshly palpability of her historical manifestation, in the
sinfulness of her members, her reproach, her disgrace. The moonsphere of the Church is a 'scandal', in imitation of the one who by
'the scandal of the cross' first accomplished the Easter 'Passover'

from death to life.
So we see Augustine bringing his theology of the dying Church
back full circle to rejoin that of the 'setting Sun'. The core of the
CMstian proclamation, which for the weak will always be a scandal,
is the preaching of the humiliated and crucified flesh of Christ. At
the flame of this truth the pusillanimous get 'burnt'. But in evergone
who accepts the Word of the Cross the Scripture is fulfilled which
says per diem sol non uret te neque luna per noctem (by day the sun
shall not bum you, nor the moon by night, PS 121,6).
The death of Christ's flesh is mystically realised in the Body of
the Church. 'Whoever does not err in the matter of the Church and
the Lord's flesh and in those saving acts which have been wrought
for us in time, such a one is not burnt by the moon.'
Digging still deeper, Augustine brings his ecclesiology to its final
stage. As Arnbrose had done before him,he considers those words
of Psalm 104,19: 'You made the moon to mark the seasons; the sun
knows its time for setting.' 'Christ knew his Passion. The Passion of
Christ is the setting of Christ. What does this 'knew' mean? H e
approved of it. It pleased him.' On this voluntary self-emptying the
Church now is founded. As true moon she is set 'to mark the seasons'. She also dies and vanishes, ages and diminishes. But only
'seasonally', says Augustine. The day will come when, as the psalmist
adds in verse 22, 'the sun rises', when there will be no more vanishing and ageing. That will come to pass when the moon becomes one
with the Sun: 'He made the moon to mark the seasons. We understand this spiritually of the Church which grows from the smallest,
and somehow ages by this mortality of life; but that she may draw
nigh to the Sun!...Here, in terms of time, the Church passes away: for
this mortality will not always endure. One day increase and decrease
will be no more.'
We could call this the augustinian transitus theology. The Easter
Passover, prefigured in Jesus who 'passes out of this world to the
Father' (Jn 13,1), is further fulfilled in the Church according to the
Lord's word: 'whoever believes in me has passed from death to life'.
And even as Jesus before his death, 'as a single grain of wheat,
remained alone' (Jn 12,24), but after his resurrection multiplied in his
Church, so the Church herself must pass out of the loneliness of her
earthly dying into the living multiplicity of eternity.
But for the Church the end of her earthly mutability and her
eternal 'abiding with the Sun' is a wonderful contradiction: she
'disappears' into the eternal Light, and perdures at the same time as
everlasting full-moon. The word in Psalm 72,7, which Augustine
interprets for his listeners with such inspiration, itself contains this
mysterious contradiction: antanairethe signified at once tollere (to
take away) and extolere (to extol, to raise on high). 'Here then if we
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understand the word as 'taken away', what can 'donec auferatur'
mean but that she (i.e. Luna) becomes such as not to be?' This
means therefore that the Church shall no longer exist because mortal
mutability shall no longer exist, but only immortal and unchanging
union with the Sun.
On the other hand the term also signified 'to raise on high' and
thus it can be said that the Church will shine eternally in sovereign
full-moon radiance: 'But if by the word "moon" is meant, not the
mortality of the flesh by which the Church now passes over, but the
very Church herself which endures forever set free from this mortality, then the phrase must be understood as saying: 'there shall arise in
his days righteousness and abundance of peace donec extollatw
luna;' in other words: 'there shall be peace as she grows and becomes abundant, until Luna is raised up, that is the Church is elevated, through the glory of the resurrection, to reign with him...'
In this presentation of Augustine's lunar ecclesiology we have
outlined the thought-form which, starting with Origen, and transrnitted to the West by Ambrose, became classic for the whole Middle
Ages.
(to be continued.)

END NOTES:
1. This immutability of Wisdom enthroned over all change (from the
Vulgate version of Sir 27,12: homo sanctus in sap~entia manet
sicut so4 the h01 man abides like the ym in prisdom) undoubtw d the aqaent world-vismn b d t - also by Neoedlg t!es
pla omsm - rnto a devobonal system.

F R O M THE

SECRETARY'S

F r Dan O'Donovan, in
Nelen Yubu no. 34 had an article 'Marie Minga Theologian
in Paint', which led to her being
invited to the Conference on
Aboriginal Spirituality held in
early August this year in South
Australia and widely attended by
many Christian bodies and
others. T h e Conference was
organised by Sydney University
which intends to publish a book
to include the papers given. Fr
Dan reports that Fr Kriener of
Halls Creek, W A, generously
gave $400 towards Marie's fare
to attend the conference, and
the local Halls Creek Aboriginal
Council made up the rest for her
return trip.
Reports are that
the conference was very impressive; that the planners and all
the speakers were Aboriginal,
many of them part-Aborigines
and some tribal.

-

While on t h e subject of
Western Australia, it has been
reported that the government is
deciding which of two towns,
Port Hedland or Wyndham, will
be used as base for the Cambodian boat-people. As we go to
press, Port Hedland is the favourite. If Wyndham is chosen, the
idea is to rebuild all the former
meatworks area. An exciting
development.

DESK---

Late in September we went
to see the film 'Jesus of Montreal' in Sydney. This is a gripping production, magnificently
portrayed, with only one word to
adequately describe it: powerful!
I don't want to detail its excellence for fear of pre-empting the
excitement of the plot for future
movie-goers, but it runs for only
two hours, most of which is
spent on the edge of your seat!
Superb acting by each individual
performer - a sensitive, affronting, perfectly co-ordinated
production, which should be a
must for everyone. Given the
opportunity, I strongly urge you
to see it.

A note was received from a
reader who asked if the anecdotes about my experiences in
the missions were factual, or
figments of a fertile imagination.
Without exception they are
truthful reports of actual happenings. Some were even lifethreatening, such as when we
ventured out in wild weather on
Apsley Strait in the boat and
were caught in rough seas by
storms; or when we fished over
one of the jewfish holes and our
anchor was fouled in the caverns
below and we didn't know how
to retrieve it so tried the wrong
way and were nearly flung out as
crocodile- and shark-fodder.
Once we became stranded on a

sandbank out of range of help as
the sun was setting - and we
had nowhere to go and only
some dead barramundi i n the
boat for company; even the temfying experience of having a croc
come scudding down a steep
bank and leaping right over our
boat into t h e river; n o t t o
mention the drama of the flash
flood one night in Yam Creek
on t h e way home t o S a n t a
Teresa; and later getting sandbogged in the desert. Lots more
- but I am writing my memoirs,
so the really exciting tales will
then probably emerge, although
in true literaturistic style, places
and names will have to be substituted. But it's only my family
who insists on having t h e s e
records of exploits by their, as
they put it, 'adventuresome and
ageless mother', so my friends
will not be asked t o wade
through endless accounts of
primitive escapades. So, in reply
to that enquirer: yes, they are
factual! Very much so.

We have now g r a d u a t e d
from our old Juki daisy-wheel to
a 24-pin d o t m a t r i x p r i n t e r
(NEC P5200 Pinwriter). We feel
it is a big improvement a n d
much more convenient.

A very busy q u a r t e r f o r
Nelen Yubu staff this year,
interspersed with visits t o
Kincumber, Canberra, Drummoyne, Batemans Bay (to again
enjoy t h e hospitality of o u r
friends, Dr David Morgan and
his lovely wife Irene), and two
trips to Melbourne. So only a
short report from me this time.

My thanks for all the pleasant
letters of encouragement during
the year, and I wish you all a
holy, happy and world-peaceful
Christmas.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please note we are now receiving subscriptions for Nelen Yubu for
1991. $15.00 pa for four issues, Januaxy to December.

